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PROCEEDINGS 

(p.4) THE COURT: Good morning, gentleman. Do you gentleman have any par-
ticular manner in which you wish to proceed. We have the remaining matter of the 
Subpoena request; and as you gentlemen know, we have an additional request for 
a further subpoena directed to the production of a listed series of items, or 
directed to the Archivist with the idea of having him repair to the Court of 
Louisiana and take with him these various items which are sought. I assume, in 
effect, my ruling on one is a ruling on both. Of course, we could go through 
the items sought and have the government's view as to whether they oppose the 
production of any or all of these, or what their position is. 

N.R. HANNON: If Your Honor please, I would like to introduce to the 
Court Mr. Carl Eardley of the Department of Justice. I move for his admittance 
pro hoc vice. He will berworking with me this morning. We are of the view the 
oriainal show cause order, which relates to the x-rays and phototgraphs which were 
made at the time of the autopsy, should be the matter first before the Court. 

MR. HERTEL: We have no objection to proceed in that order. 
(p.5) THE COURT: Do you have anything to present, Mr. Hertel, in addition 
to the documentary matter which has been forwarded to the Court, which includes 
among other things, the opening statement of the District Attorney in the case 
of Louisiana v. Clay Shaw? 

MR. HERTEL: And I believe, if Your Honor please, they also forwarded 
copies of the bill of indictment. 

THE COURT: I have a copy of the indictment, which is not very exten- 
sive, but which does indicate that the case on tiral involves a conspiracy which 
occurred between September 1 and October 10 of 1963. I understand there was a 
bill of particulars filed, but, of course, I do not have a copy of that. The 
opening statement of the District Attorney comes about as close Co a bill of 
particulars, I suppose, as anything that might have been filed in the case. I 
also have material which you filed, which is denominated a reply, which was filed 
January 31st, which contains a number of exhibits. One thing that troubles me, 
Mr. Bertel, is the difference between what the indictment alleges and what the 
District Attorney claims he is going to show. Apparently, Judge Haggerty has in-
dicated that certainly in his view your office is perhaps going to overtry its 
case, is going to attempt to put in material which is not necessary (p.6) in 
order to prove its case, but which nevertheless, if I am correct, according to the 
trial judge, is perhaps relevant and material and at the moment permissible. Do 
i understand correctly from a reading of the local newspapers that Hr. Zapruder 
has already appeared and testified, and the film which he took of the actual 
assassination of President Kennedy has been shown and shown some three or four 
times to the jury in the case? 

MR. BERTEL: That is my understanding. 
MR. EARDLEY: If I may interrupt, I have here a copy of the transcript 

of the opening statement and the colloquy which was engaged in by counsel re-
lating to the overtrying of the case. If Your Honor would care to read it --. 
I intended to read it in my argument, but I would be very happy to have you read 
it now or during some recess. 

THE COURT: I will give you an opportunity to do so. 1 just wanted 
to be sure that I had at least some grasp of what was going on in connection 
with the trial of the matter down there. 

MR. BERTEL: I might say, if Your Honor please, the Justice Department, 
as they stated, will give you this transcript; however, it is my understanding 
that although Judge Haggerty did use the ward "overtry," I think what his mean-
ing was that he could not control the State's case -- the presentation of it. I 
don't believe he has made a (p.7) definitive ruling as to the relevancy or ir-
relevancy meaning that it is not relevant. I think this was the context in which 
that statement was made, that simply, as I am sure Your Honor would do, "I cannot 
tell the State how to try its case." 

THE COURT: That is correct. The only thing the Court can do is rule 
upon objections by defense counsel to the introduction of certain evidence on the 
ground that it is either irrelevant or immaterial to the charge that is before the 
jury. 

MR. HERTEL: And it will be up to the jury to reach the decision as to 
whether we have presented sufficient evidence. If we present two more witnesses 
than is necessary, that does not indicate what we are presenting is not relevant. 

MR. FENSTERWALD: If Your Honor please, we have two witnesses here who 
will give testimony as to the fact that shots in Dealey Plaza came from more than 
one direction, which was the issue as we left it at the last session. These are 
Dr. Cyril Hecht of Pittsburgh and Dr. Robert Foreman of Oshkosh. If Your Honor 
please, I would like to call Dr. Wecht to the stand. 

Thereupon, (e.13) Dr. CYRIL H. WECHT, having been called as a witness 
by the State of Louisiana and having been first duly sworn, was examined and 
testified, as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 



Q. Dr. Wecht, for the record would you state your full name and home address, 
please. 

A. Cyril H. Wecht, 5427 Beacon Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
Q. Where is your office, Dr. Wecht? 
A. I have a pathology laboratoey office which is in Pittsburgh; and my office 

at the Allegeny Coroner's office, which of course, is in Pittsburgh; and an 
additional office, which is my office as a medical-legal consultant, an attorney. 

Q. What is the place and date of your birth, Doctor? 
A. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, March 20, 1931. 
Q. Could you otline briefly for us your education. 
A. I went to public schools in Pittsburgh. Then I went to the University of 

Pittsburgh undergraduate school from 1948 to 1952. I got my B.S. degree cum 
laue:e from the University of Pittsburgh in June, 1952. My first two years of 
tedical school were at the University of Buffalo School of Medicine in New 
Yore from (p.9) 1952 to 1954. My third and fourth years were back at the 
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, and I graduatef from the Pitt. 
Medical. School in 1956. I interned at the St. Francis General Hospital in 
Pittsburgh for a full year as required by Pennsylvania law from 1956 to 1957 
-- a general rotating internship. Then from July 1, 1957 to about August, 
1959, I was a resident in.:pathology at the Oakland Veteran's Administration 
Hospital, now called the University Veteran's Administration Hospital, in 
Pittsburgh. Then, I was a captain in the United States Air Force and an 
associate pathologist at the Maxwell Air Force Base Hospital in Montgomery, 
Alabama, for two years from August, 1959, to August, 1961. Then, I spent my 
fifth year in Forensic Pathology at the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
in Baltimore, Maryland from 1961 to 1962. Then, I returned to Pittsburgh 
upon completion of my training program. Also, as part of my overall training 
and part of my objectives in the field of Forensic Pathology, I also went to 
law school. I went for two years and a summer at the University of Pittsburgh 
School of Law from 1957 to 1959. That was interrupted, of course, by my ser- 
trice in the Air Force. I completed my law school training at the (p.10) 
University of Maryland School of Law. I was there from 1961 to 1962. As it 
turned out, I got a law degree from Maryland also from the University of Pitts- 
burgh, but I hadn't done any extra work. It just had to do with where I was 
going to graduate. So, I wound up with getting both degrees; but anyway, I 
got my law degree in June, 1962. 

Q. When you were in Baltimore did you know one of the four pathologists who were 
on the 1968 panel? 

A. Yes, he was my chief, Dr. Fisher, under wham I trained in Forensic Pathology. 
Q. A personal friend of yours? 
A. I think he is a personal friend, yes. 
Q. Doctor, in other words, you have had extensive training in pathology since 

1952, and you have two law degrees; is that correct? 
A. Yes. Well, I have five years of residency inppathology, and I am Board 

certified by the American Board of Pathology in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology 
and also in Forensic Pathology. 

Q. Have you over taught or do you teach pathology anywhere? 
A. Yes, I have had an appointment, and do now, as a clinical instructor in path- 

ology at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine; and I teach forensic 
pathology (p.11) and law, forensic sciences, at the Duqesne University of 
Law, where I am a Research Professor of Law and Director of the Institute of 
Forensic Science, and have been for about three to four years. 

Q. In what states do you have a medical license? 
A. Pennsylvania, Maryland, and California. 
Q. And you are, I note, a member of a number of Legal and medical societies which 

are reelly too numerous to mention. 
Q. Have you done any writing in the field of pathology? 
A. I have about thirty published articles altogether in pathology, forensic 

medicine generally, and some in general pathology, and one small book which 
was published by the American Registry of Pathology through the Armed Forces 
dealing with the medical-legal autopsy laws of the fifty states and the 
District of Columbia. I am also editor of a legal-medicine annual series 
published by Appleton-Century Crofts, the first one which will be available 
in three or four weeks. 

Q. And you are associated with the American Board of Pathology? 
A. Yes, sir; in Anatomic and Clinical and Forensic Pathology. 
Q. Have you had any international experience in (p.12) pathology? 
A. Well, I have been in charge of four international medical-legal seminars; 

1965 in Rome; 1966 in Mexico; 1967 in England, Scotland, and Ireland; and 
1968 in the Orient, primarily in Japan, Manilla, Hawaii, and Bangkok; and 
next month the fifth one is scheduled for Israel and Greece. I also partici- 

Copenhagen, and again in Belgium. 
paced and delivered papers at other international meetings in Stockholm, 
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Q• 

Q. Doctor, as you know, this proceeding basically stems out of the autopsy of 
President John F. Kennedy. Do I understand correctly that you have bad some 
part in the autopsy of his brother, Robert Kennedy? 

A. Not a direct role in the performance of the autopsy. I was consulted by Dr. 
Thomas Naguchy, who was Chief Medical Examiner of Los Angeles. He called me 
in the middle of the night in Pittsburgh. It was shortly after Senator 
Kennedy had been shot. We spent the best part of an hour discussing the case 
and some of the things that might be done to avoid some of the possible con-
flicts, embarrassment, pain to the family, and other things of a medical-legal 
nature. We subsequently had about three or four phone calls during the next 
week or so, and about a week-and-a-half or two weeks later I went to Los 
Angeles. I reviewed all (p.13) the materials in Dr. Naguchy's office. Also 
wer: over to the hotel with him and with the Chief Security Officer at the 
Hotel where Senator Kennedy had been shot. 

Q. Prior to this time you had shown an interest in the autopsy of President 
Kennedy? 

A. Yes. It all started through the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. I had 
been asked to deliver a paper from the pathology section at the annual meeting 
of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences in 1965. 

Q. Was an effort made on your behalf to see the photographs and x-rays in question 
here? 

A. Yes; not at that time. At that time it was all new to me beyond what I knew 
and felt and had read as a citizen, as someone perhaps a little more inter-
ested, because of my medical and legal background; but I did do what I felt 
I had to do for the preparation of my talk and my paper. Then I had an op-
portunity, at the invitation of Life Magazine, to review these Zapruder 
film. As I understand it was the original of Zapruder -- I believe it was 
the first week in December of 1966 at Life Magazine in New York City. I 
spent the better part of an afternoon there. Around that time, or shortly 
thereafter, Congressman Theodore Kupferman from New York City made an offic-
ial request to the United States Government, to the (p.14) Archives, and in 
a letter to the President, asking permission for Dr. Milton Helpern, Chief 
Medical Examiner of New York City, for me, and for a third party, Hiss Sylvia 
Meagher, who prepared the exhibits to the Warren Commission, so she could be 
technical assistant; and this request was refused. So, I have never made a 
personal request directly from me to anybody, but it was from Congressman 
Kupferman. 

Q. Did anyone tell Congressman Kupferman why you were not qualified to see them? 
A. As I recall -- 

MR. EA2DLEY: Objected to. 
THE COURT: Sustained. 
BY M.R. PENSTERWALD: 

Q. Doctor Wecht, are you familiar with the testimony of Commander James flumes 
before the Warren Commission? 

A. I have read it. 
Q. He testified on Monday, March 16, 1966. His testimony begins in Volume 2 at 

page 347 of the Official Records of the Commission. I would like to read to 
you a few statements out of his testimony and ask for your expert opinion on 
them. 

MR. EARDLEY: What volume are you reading from? 

12. FENSTERWALD: Volume 2, starting on Page (15) 
BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 

His statement is, by Commander Humes, "My type of practice, which fortunately 
has been in peacetime endeavor to a great extent, has been more extensive in 
the field of natural disease than in violence; however, on several occasions 
at various places where I have been employed, I have had to deal with violent 
death, accident, suicide, and so forth. Also, I have had training at the 
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology. I have completed a course in Forensic 
Pathology there as part of my training in the overall field of pathology." 
That is the end of the quote. Would you gather from this statement that 
Commander Humes was an expert in Forensic Pathology? 

MR. EARDLEY: Object as calling for a conclusion. 
MR. HANNON: If Your Honor please, any man with an M.D., as Your Honor 

knows, is qualified to give an expert opinion. If his opinion is predicated 
upon how expert he is, how much he has specialized in this area -- but, to 
ask one doctor to characterize the abilities of another doctor, inemy judgment 
-- that is two reasons for the objection. 

THE COURT: Objection sustained. Mr. Fensterwald, I am interested in 
what this witness has to say, rather than what this witness may feel (p.16) 
about other doctors' qualifications. The other autopsy experts are not on 
trial here. I am interested in what this witness can tell us about what he 
may or may not conclude as a result of facts and matters that he has within 
his knowledge. 
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MR. FENSTERWALD: Let me read this other paragraph and see if this 

eould fall within the same objection. This is another quote from Commander 

Nu-'es. It nays, "I must state these drawings --" and here he is referring to
 

Co•raiasiun Exhibits 385, 386, and 388, which are drawings of the head of Pre
si-

deur 4ennede. He said, "I must state these drawings are in part schematic.
 The 

artist had but a brief period of some two days to prepare them. He 
had no photo-

gre.;.hs from which to work and had to wirk under our descriptions -- very des
crip-

tions -- of what we had observed." The question I have for the witness is w
hat 

accuracy he would expect of drawings that had this history? 

MR. EARDLEY: I make the same objection 

THE COURT: Overruled. 
THE WITNESS: The accuracy would vary depending upon the fineness of 

detail that one is looking for. In other words, if you want to use a sketch 

to show that an arm has been broken or that a part of a body has been trau-

matically amputated, say for example, such a sketch (p.17) would be sufficie
nt. 

If you wanted to show, with rather concise and accurate detail, the location
s 

of bullet wounds, range, and so on, then it could be qite inaccurate. 

BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 

Q. The reason I ask this is the x-rays and photographs, for some reason unkn
own 

to me, were unavailable to the Commission; and what they did use in their 

place were these three drawings which had been made from a verbal descrip- 

tion of the autopsy doctors. Would you say this is a rather unusual procedur
e? 

MR. EARDLEY: I object to that, Your Honor, as calling for a conclusion 

as to what is unusual in connection with the Warren Commission. 

THE COURT: Overruled. 
THE UITNESS: Based upon my experience as a Forensic Pathologist and 

testifying in the Courts of Allegheny County and Federal Courts in other jur
is-

dictions, based upon what I have learned, based upon what I teach to student
s, 

based upon what I lecture to pathologists, physicians, and attorneys at post
 

graduate medical-legal courses, it is highly unusual. I personally an unawa
re 

of a case in which a judge or tribunal of judges are involved, in which ther
e 

is a dispute or an inbuilt contradiction between one set of compiled facts a
nd 

another set by the very same man, let (p.18) alone by opposing experts, in w
hich 

the best evidence would not be reviewed. I don't know of such a case. 

BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 

Q. Do you of your own knowledge know whether the photographs and x-rays wer
e 

shown to the staff of the Commission or any member? 

A. I only know from what I read in the Warren Commission Report and the hearing
s, 

not from my own personal knowledge. I wasn't there. But what I have read i
n 

the Warren Commission Report as to what was presented or what was stated to 

have been reviewed by the witnesses givingrtestimony before the Commission. 

Q. Do you know at what point the x-rays were taken or developed? 

A. Commander Humes seemed to change his mind in his testimony -- 

MR. HANNON: I object. He is not answering the question. 

THE COURT: Sustained. 
BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 

Q. Let me read you this further statement. "The photographs and the x-rays
 were 

exposed in the morgue of the Navy Medical Center on this night, and they wer
e 

not developed, neither the x-rays nor the photographs." 

A. I recall that quote. I also recall a later (p.19) statement by,Commande
r 

Humes in his testimony to the fact that they did look at some x-rays that 

evening while the body was there. 

Q. In the 1968 panel review -- several points -- it stated the point of ent
ry 

of the head wound was 100 millimiters above the occipital protuberance. Yet
, 

in Commander Hums' testimony it says it was slightly above the exgernal 

occipital protuberance. Could they be speaking of the same spot? 

A. Absolutely nat. The 1968 panel review speaks in three different places.
 

One place was a photo, one place was an x-ray, and one place was where they 

use the description "high in the hairline." To use that measurement of 100 

millimeters, which is just a little shy of four inches above the external 

occipital protuberance, that takes it to the top of the head. It is sig-

nificantly removed from just a little bit above the external occipital pro-

tuberance, z.alirecterind-glarihg discrepancy of the difference between the tw
o 

locations. There is no question about it. It is right there on the report.
 

It is not a matter of interpretation. It is their measurements. 

Q. And you see no way that these could be equated the same -- slightly abov
e, and 

100 millimeters above? 
A. No. 
(p.20) Q. No question in your mind? 

A. No, sir, there isn't. 

Q. Turning now to Page 361, Commander Humes states at that point they tried to 

find out the course of the wound in the back by probing with his little 

finger. Could you tell me whether this is the normal procedure in an autops
y 

of this type? 
A. No, I would say it is not in Forensic Pathology a normal procedure. One 

does not jab fingers into bullet wounds. 



MR. EARDLEY: Your Honor, I would like to make an objection to this 

entire line of testimony. As I understood it, Your Honor called this session 

for the purpose of permitting him to present testimony that there were shots 

coming from more than one direction as indicated by the panel review and the 

other papers we submitted. I don't see how this bears -- discrepancies which 

may appear between Commander Humes,  testimony and other papers -- is going to 

assist you in finding out whether there were shots coming from several different 

directions as they allege. 
THE COURT: Do you intend to connect this testimony up with the show-

ing that there is evidence the shots came from more than-one direction? 

MR. FENSTERWALD: I am merely trying to lay the (p.21) proper ground-

work for that evidence. 
THE COURT: All right. I will reserve ruling on your objection pending 

his azterpt to connect this testimony up. I realize he has to proceed one 

question at a time. 
BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 

Q. Going to Page 364 of the testimony, it says, "This missile --" meaning the 

one that went through the neck -- "to the best of our ability to ascertain, 

struck no bony protuberances, no bony prominences, no bones, as it traversed 

the President's body." In your experience as a pathologist, and in autopsy 

work, if you have upper x-rays made under these circumstances, would you be 

able to ascertain completely or just partially whether a bane had been struck? 

A. If you have x-rays made of the neck,you should be able to see whether a bone 

has been struck. It is a relatively tight compartment; and therefore, a bone 

would make a significant impression, and this would be reflected on x-rays. 

Q. Would it not be true that generally if a bone was struck that there would be 

some fracture in the hone that would show on the x-ray? 

A. Oh, yes. If the bullet strikes bone, it would fracture it, unless it glanced 

off a rather heavy bone coming in at a lateral angle, but that would not be 

the case in the region of the neck. (p.22) 

Q. In this particular case the autopsy doctor said no bone was struck, yet the 

1968 doctors found missile fragments in the neck. Could you account for 

where the missile fragments came from if no bone was struck? 

A. No, I cannot. I saw that the 1968 report referred to the presence of 

metallic fragments in the neck, and no such finding had been made at the time 

of the original autopsy or as reported subsequently in the January, 1967 review 

by Commander Humes and Boswell and Colonel Finck. This discrepancy caught 

my attention, and I tried to understand where these metallic fragments could 

have come from. I cannot understand where they could have come from in the 

absence of striking bone. This is a relatively small distance for a bullet 

to traverse, particularly a rifle bullet from a high velocity weapon, and 

there would be no disbursement of fragments by going through soft tissues 

in the absence of striking bone. 

Q. Are you familiar with the fact that the bullet that allegedly went through 

the neck, which is Exhibit 399, was a copper-jacketed bullet? 

A. Yes, I am. 
Q. Would a bullet of that type going—merely through flesh and muscle leave metal 

fragments behind if it did (p.23) not strike any bone? 

A. No, I do not believe it would. I might say that if it is felt that these 

fragments are from the bullet, there is a very simple and available process 

of a neutron activation analysis. One could take these fragments, and one 

could take the bullet from which they are alleged to have been broken from, 

and one could determine with unerring scientific accuracy whether or not 

those fragments came from that particular bullet. That procedure, of course, 

was used in the autopsy of Senator Robert Kennedy, and, of course, many 

other cases of far less notoriety. 
THE COURT: Doctor, could determination be made by any specialist, 

such as yourself, in order to satisfy you to be able to testify with some degree 

of accuracy, by examination of x-rays, colored photographs, and other physical 

exhibits at the Archives that are here in Washington? 

THE WITNESS: As to the beginning of your question as to whether this 

would be helpful -- 
THE COURT; Could you reach a determination or make some positive con-

clusion by an examination of these particular exhibits here in Washington at the 

Archives, as opposed to in Louisiana? 
THE WITNESS: Well, it wouldn't make any (p.24)difference to me where 

-- you know -- it would have no effect on the review. Your Honor, the answer to 

your question would be -- the first part of your question would be -- certainly, 

it would be helpful. I would hesitate to say that I could arrive at some new or 

different conclusive opinion. I don't know. For me to say that now, I think, 

would be very presumptuous and unwise; but it certainly would be a great aid and 

of :r.st qsri5r.vv-e to review those things in order to further arrive -- 
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THE COURT: On the basis of available evidence since 1962, have you 

reached some conclusions regarding this matter? 

THE WITNESS: Some conclusions of a medical nature, yes, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Do you believe it would be helpful to you in either 

rfe71 rmeng your conclusions or changing those conclusions for you to personally 

exeirtl,B these x-rays and photographs here at the Archives? 

THE leI7YESS: Yes, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Is it possible, Doctor, that an examination of those 

photographs and x-rays might lead you to agree with the 1968 autopsy review? 

Ti!E WITNESS: Yes, it is possible. 

TeE COURT: Do you think it is probable? 

THE WITNESS: I have some trouble with those (p.25) words. It is the 

doctor in me. 
THE COURT: Well, try it with the lawyer in you. 

THE WITNESS: Your Honor, it certainly would be possible. / am not 

trying to hedge. I think it is a probability. I think it would be a probability 

either way, if that is not contradictory. 

THE COURT: I assume the reason you have been brought here to testify 

by the State of Louisiana is because you are a potential witness in the trial 

down there. You might well be called down there in support of the State's case; 

is that not a correct assumption? 

MR. BERTEL: That is correct. 

MR. FENSTERWALD: That is correct. 

THE COURT: In that respect, and certainly I must say parenthetically, 

on the basis of your qualifications, you undoubtedly would come within the cate-

gory of recognized expert in the field of pathology. I doubt if anyone qestions 

the seriousness of your purpose. Undoubtedly, if this point is relevant to an 

investigation, matters relating to the late President, assuming for the moment 

that all those things are true, as they obviously appear to be, at least to 

me, my question to you is, Doctor, whether you consider it would be helpful, 

perhaps, even material and necessary, in arriving at firm conclusions and being 

able to present testimony in New Orleans, for (p.26) you to study in the Archives 

the x-rays and photographs which Louisiana at the moment seeks the Archivist to 

produce in the trial in New Orleans. 

MR. HANNON: If it please the court -- 

MR. EARDLEY: If it please the Court, I would like to point out in 

respect to this line of inquiry -- let us assume that arrangements could be 

made for Dr. Wecht to see the x-rays -- 

THE COURT: Let me just ask you a question at this point. I have 

been studying, as you undoubtedly guessed, the October 29, 1966, letter agree-

ment. If such an arrangement could be mode, and if the doctor cnui..! ---7- 1,;.s 

conclusions by an examination of these matters here, it s
e.-- to me it might 

well not be necessary -- it might certainly be lass 
necessary -- to order the 

production of these items in Louisiana, and to that extent, and for me to make 

a deteretnatial as to the materiality and necessity of producing these items in 

Louisiana, it seems to nal hieele eeleeant to know whether some other possi
ble 

solution within the framework of this letter is available which would obviate any 

necessity to take these items to Louisiana. 

MR. EARDLEY: I understand there are two points. If we were to re- 

cess this hearing for the purpose of allowing the doceer -- if arrangements 

could be made -- (p.27) to see rhe x-rays and photographs, and he would re-

sume the stand and testify, I would appreciate Your Honor's comment, as far 

as testifying in Lnuiaiane, his inspection of the x-rayo and photographs here 

would not be of any aseintance to him there, because obviously they would object, 

because they would not be able to cross-examine him on his testimony concerning 

the x-rays. 
THE COURT: I don't know whether they would or not. Presumably they 

can call all of the doctors who blue already performed the autopsy and who have 

performed the 1968 review. Are you suggesting to me, Mr. Eardley, under circum-

stances like that, all these witnesses are likewise unavailable because they 

can't produce any of these things? 
MR. EARDLEY: Certainly, the autopsy physicians, if they call them, 

are available and can teseify, because they have persenal knowledge. 

THE COURT: Inclueing the 1968 reviewingepanel? 

MR. EARDLEY: They couldn't be ealled to testify without the pro-

duction of the x-rays and photographs, because there would be no way to cross-

examine them on their conclusions. The some thine would hold true with respect 

to Dr. Weeht if he were called. How could a lawyer -- a defense or prosecution 

(p.2e) eawyee -- interrogate him on his eenelusiens about the photographs and 

x-raysi, unInes they were these for him to see eimeelf. 

MR. FENSTERWALD: Isn't that a perfoctly good reason for sending them 

to Louisiana" 
THE COURT: Mr. Eardley, you are presuming to determine what the rul-

ing of the Court in Louisiana might or might not be. 
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MR. EARDLEY: I don't know too much about Louisiana
 Court. If they 

opereee as they do generally in the country, I woul
d have no problem in deciding 

whin. the Ceert wneld do. 
.7F7 CP77DT: If x-rays and photographs were not avai

lable, and 

Coureander Hume.: were called to testify, how could h
e support his conclusions? 

Woulun't be be in the nano position? 

MR. EARDLEY: He would not be able to testify in Lou
isiana on the 

contents of the r-rays and photographs. He would on
ly be able to testify as to 

what he did and what he saw and what his conclusion
s were during the autopsy. 

THE CCURT: WHat then is the purpose of placing in 
the file here and 

releasing to the public the 1968 review if none of 
those people are going to be 

able to testify or be available for cross-examinati
on? 

MR. EARDLEY: As Your Honor may remember, Mr. Hannon
 explained that we 

(7-29) hadn't intended that this wo
uld create a factual situation. We thought it 

wee appropriate at the time. The Attorney General d
ecided it was appropriate that 

this be released so that any party who wanted to ta
ke whatever seeps, as they 

have taken steps here, could take whatever steps we
re appropriate to subpoena 

them and make the effort if they desired to do so t
o get the photographs and 

x-rays. We would hope we could decide this on a leg
al matter, but we are in-

volved in a factual -- 
THE COURT: What you are telling-me, in effect, if 

we release this, 

you suggest these four experts are noweavailable, a
nd at the same time you are 

telling me that although you suggest they are avail
able, they really aren't 

available, because they can't testify because they 
can't have the photos and 

x-rays, if I rule the way you want me to. 

MR. EARDLEY: I didn't mean to suggest availability
 in thesense they 

actually could testify because x-rays and photograp
hs would be submitted. I 

merely meant that the parties would all be advised 
that there had been a study 

of the photographs and x-rays and certain conclusio
nsrreached. From that point 

on it was our opinion the parties could take whatev
er steps they wanted to take. 

They didn't want to hold back the information. 

THE COURT: If i recess this matter now, can you ma
ke those x-rays 

and photographs available to this witness for his e
xamination in the Archives? 

MR. EARDLEY: I have no authority to say, "yes" or 
"no". I would be 

very glad if you did recess it and take the matter 
up and give you a prompt ans-

wer. 
THE COURT: Who is the Kennedy family representativ

e? 

MR. EARDLEY: The Kennedy family representative is B
urke Marshall, who 

is in New York. He has local counsel here, but the 
local counsel, of necessity, 

must contact Mr. Marshall. 
THE COURT: If I read the OCtuber, 14G5 letter. "Acc

ess to the material 

shall be permitted to among others .." in Paragraph
 B 	"any receseseeA :Insert 

in the field of pathology for serious purposes rele
vant to the investigation or 

matters relating to the death of the late President
; but no access shall be 

authorized until five years after the date of the a
greement, except with the 

consent of the Kennedy family representative. And f
or the purpose of the para-

graph and determination of whether such an expert h
as suitable qualification and 

serious purpose, shall be made by that representati
ve." Further it states, No 

access shall be authorized during the lives of indi
viduals --" which, of course, 

(p.31) includes the present moment -- "for any purp
ose involving reproduction and 

publication of the materials without the consent of
 the representative." 

MR. EARDLEY: If the Kennedy family representative 
had agreed to this, 

I would have inforred the Court long before this. 

THE COURT: We are in a very difficult situation, b
ecause, quite 

frankly, the Court would be most pleased to see som
e adequate solution to the 

problem which would please all parries concerned. I
 don't shrink from my re-

sponsibility to make a determtnatica. What you gent
lemen are doing is fixing 

it so it has got to be all one way or all the other
. But I recognize that the 

government undoubtedly would persist to the utmost 
if I am to order the witness 

to go to Louisiana with these documents. And if th
e government were to fail, 

then, of course, the very thing that apparently is 
sought to be prevented here 

would occur, that is, possibly undignified or possi
bly sensational reproductions 

of these various pictures, x-rays, and documents. 

MR. EARDLEY: I understand. 

THE COURT: You understand better than I do, I am s
ure, what the 

problem is. 
BR. HANNON: May I make an observation, Your (p.32)

 Honor. I think 

the problems that Ycer Honer has expressed concern 
over, I an sure all of us on 

both aids of the table have concerned ourselves wi
th. On further consideration 

I &snit think this is geeing to be helpful in tLe s
ense that ne Louisiana auth-

orttiee heve breeeht Dr. Wecht here to satisfy the 
burden that they carry, if 

Your Renee.  pleete, to wit, to eseeblish materiality
 and necessity and demonstrate 

that the President was shot from two different dire
ctions. I would urge we move 

on to that. 
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THE COURT: Very well. Let me ask you one other question. Paragraph 

(a) of the letter, rolaning to Appendix B Material, bears somewhat different 

language. The aereement ntovides that "Access to Appendix B material shall be 

permitted only tc any parson aueborized to act for a committee, presidential 

cemmiesion, or any other offieiel agency of the United States Government having 

authority to investigate matters relating to tha death of the late President for 

purposes within the investigative jurisidction of such agencies." I wonder 

whether this Court at the present moment might not be an official agency of the 

United States Government in the matters relating to the death of the late Presi-

dent, within the framework of this particular (p.33) proceeding. If it were, 

presumably, the Court then could order, possibly could order, examinations of 

these matters, these pictures and x-rays in the Archives by this witness because 

the s3rtence does say that access "shall be permitted," not may be permitted. 

"Shalt be permitted." 
MR. EARDLEY: Of course, we could get into an argument as to whether 

the judicial branch of the government is what is being referred to in that para-

graph. 
THE COURT: It says "official agency of the United States Government. 

MR. EARDLEY: Ordinarily, investigative matters are handled by the 

Executive Branch. 
THE COURT: Go ahead. I don't seem to get any assistance from the 

government in these matters. 
MR. FENSTERWALD: Before I get on, I would like to make one comment. 

I gather from Mr. Eardley's statements that as late as 1958 there was an official 

investigation of the death of President Kennedy by an agency of the United States 

Government, to wit, the Department of Justice. I am nor sure if that has a bear-

ing on this, but it was as lace as 1968. In view of the government's objections 

to some of my previous questions, laying what I thought was a (p.34) proper 

foundation, I will try to proceed a bit more quickly. If I don't lay the proper 

foundation, I can go back and do so. 
THE COURT: Very well. 
BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 

Q. Page 365 of Commander Humes' testimony he is asked a question by Mr. Spector, 

one of the counsel for the Commission, which I think brings into focus the ques-

tion of the direction of the shot. Mr. Spector said, "Would it be accurate to 

state that the hole which you have identified as being the point of entry is 

approximately six inches below the top of the collar and two inches torthe right 

of the middle seen of the coat? Commander Humes: "That is approximately correct, 

sir. this defect, I might say, continues on through the material". Doctor, I 

wonder if you would point out on me the point six inches from the top of my collar 

and two inches in from the mid seam. 

A. I come down six inches from the top of your collar and two inches over from 

the middle seam in the back and that places it at this point where my finger is 

placed on your back (indicating). 

Q. Leaving your finger there, if a bullet enters from above and behind at that 

point, where will it exit in (p.35) my body? 
A. From above and behind and from which side are you asking? 

Q. It would be, according to the report, about fifteen degrees to the right 

side and approximately fifteen degrees downward. 

THE COURT: Doctor, doesn't that depend on what it hitseon the way in? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. I was going to ask that question -- whether you 

want me to assume that no bones were struck. 

BY MR. GENSTERWALD: 

Q. I was going to get to the question of the bone structure in this region; but 

if it struck no bone at all, approximately could you poeng out where it would 

exit on me. 
A. If it struck no bone at all and if it were coming in from back to front, from 

up downward -- 
Q. Correct. 
A. -- from right to left -- 
Q. Correct. 
A. -- then the point of exit would be somewhere approximately in the region --

just womewhere above or in the area of your left nipple. Possibly a little 

closer to the midline. (p.36) 
THE COURT: Doctor, just a =merle. Where you are holding your finger 

on his back, aren't you holding it on bone right there? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, on part of the scapula, the big wing bone, 

the shoulder blade. 
THE COURT: Doctor, in your experience, have you foend when a bullet 

strikes and ehee seeikes bore, it can take all manner of curious paths as it 

goes through the human body? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. Bones can cause significant deviation .• 

to the course of i bullet. 
THE COURT: As much as ninety degrees? 
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THE WITNESS: Sometimes, depending upon the thickness of the bone and 
the size of the bullet and the velocity. 

THE COURT: Co ahead. 
BY ER. PENSTERWALD: 

Q. Doctor, in that area you were pointing out, there are areas through which a 
bullet ruuld pass without hitting bone. It is true, however, is is not, that 
there are a great number of bones in this area, including the vertebrae and the 
lie:, wheCa might be struck? 
A. ees, you have the scapula, which is that large shoulder blade, cne on each 
side in the back; and you have the bertebrae, the segments of the bony spinal 
cc.erte, each of which, particularly in that region, has what we refer to as 
transverse proceesea. They are bony wings, one on each side and small ones on 
each side. Then, rf course, you have the rib cage, which is located both pos-
terieele, attached to the vertebral column, and anteriorly, attached to the 
sterue or breco:t hone. 

THE COURT: Doctor, let me see if I can't bring this to a head a little 
bit. You have read the various reports, the various reviews, of the autopsy 
reports, including the one in 1968. Now, let's just get to the question of the 
bullet which struck the President in the head. Based upon your reviews and based 
upon your consideration of all the matters, are you able to state with any degree 
of medical certainty whether there is anything to indicate at the present moment 
that the bullet which struck the President in the head came from the front rather 
than in the back? 

THE WITNESS: No, sir; I can't say with reasonable medical certainty 
that the bullet that struck the President in the head came from the front rather 
than in the back. I should like to add one sentence to that, however. To be 
completely honest with the Court and with myself, that I am now more perplexed 
than I was before the (p.38) 1968 review was published, because of their loca-
tion of a hole which they refer to three times in the report at a level of 
approximately four inches above the external occipital protuberance, which is 
clearly in a different location than the bullet hole, presumably of entrance, 
which the autopsy pathologists referred to in their autopsy report, which they 
again refer to in their supplemental review, I think, after their evaluation in 
January of 1967. I don't mean to say, Your Honor, this makes me think it.came 
from the front, but -- 

THE COURT: Is there anything you can point to which would make you 
think that the bullet that struck the President in the head came from the front 
rather than in the back? 

THE WITNESS: Nothing, Your Honor, but -- 
THE COURT: Yes, or No. 
THE WITNESS: Your Honor, if I may -- 
THE COURT: Answer that, then you can explain. 
THE WITNESS: All right. Yes, there is something. 
THE COURT: What? 
THE WETNESS: The Zapruder film. 
THE COURT: Anything other than that? 
THE WITNESS: No. 
THE COURT: Have you seen the Zapruder film? 
THE WITNESS: Yes; for the bettee_pare of an (p.39) afternoon at Life 

magazine in December of 1966. 
THE COURT: Is there anything in any of the medical reviews, includ-

ing the 1968 medical review by your mentor, which has now been made public, is 
there anything in any of those which would lead you to believe that in any way --
let me put it this way -- that would demonstrate that the fatal head wound was 
the result of shots fired from the front of President Kennedy? 

THE WITNESS: No, Your Honor, I could not say that I have any reason 
to believe from that medical review that the shot to the head came from the front. 

THE COURT: New, what is there about the Zapruder film that might 
lend support to your statement that the bullet seems to have come from the front` 

THE WITNESS: Primarily the movement of President Kennedy's head and 
body at the moment of impact on the film. The body moved to the left and back-
ward -- clearly backward. The impact from a high-speed rifle bullet on the 
human body is a great one. It is like somebody -- it could be analogized to 
somebody smashing you with a fist, or hitting you with a hammer, or hitting you 
with a pointed steel rod. It seems to me if someone felt this way and so ex-
pressed it in writing that it is highly improbable, very difficult for me to 
accept, to understand, and explain (p.40) how the President's body would have 
moved in that direction with a shot having been fired from behind. The other 
thing that I recall from the Zapruder film, which is a corollary to this, is the 
fact that there appears to be brain tissue, and possibly a portion of tlee bony 
skull, which also moved backward and to the left i:emeexaeely after -- inetantan-
eously after -- the moment of impact of the bullet to the head. Again, with the 
same explanation I just gave, the laws of physics, and so on, would indicate that 
this matter should be driven forward rather than backward. Another thing I 
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shocld like to point out, and I am sure, although it is not stated in these 
waree;  eet if one looks at all the records and reviews them, and actually it is 
teete, that ter left side of the:brain, the left cerebral hemisphere, has not 
been earesely seneioned and examined. I would be willing to scete at this time 
that the let eerebral eemisehere remains intact in the way It was removed from 
the Preetdeetes cranium at tee time of the autopsy in November, ]963. You just 
don't examine a half of a brain. You never examine half of a brain. And let me 
be mere specific, if I =ay. When you are dealing with a gunshot wound to the 
head, welch hat involved the brain, you can't leave half of the brain untouched. 
(p.41) 	THE COURT: Let me ask you a question. I am no pathologist. If you 
examine it and it bears no overt evidence of traumatic injury; if you x-ray and 
you find no metal fragments in it, what then would you expect to find if you 
sectioned it? 

THE WITNESS: Well, Your Honor, if the x-ray, as you have indicated, 
would reveal metal fragments -- 

THE COURT: If there were bullets or bullet fragments on the left 
side of the head, the x-ray would reveal them? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, however, it would be possible for the bullet 
to have traversed the left cerebral hemisphere without having deposited any 
metallic fragments. 

THE COURT: It would have had to come out the left side of the head, 
would it not? 

THE WITNESS: Depending, Your Honor, on from where it was fired. 
THE COURT: Well, if it is fired someplace from the front and to the 

right to drive the person struck back to the left -- and I assume that is what 
you are saying -- 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, the Zapruder film shows it. 
THE COURT: If the President is struck from the right'front, driving 

it back to the left, wouldn't you expect to find metal fragments of bullet or 
an exit wound on the left (p.42) side of the head? 

THE WITNESS: I would go back to the question that Your Honor asked 
me a while ago with regard to the defection of bullets. Perhaps nowhere more 
than within the cranial vault do we see this deflecting and ricocheting of bullets. 

MR. FENSTERWALD: Could I just interpose one suggestion. At Page in 
the 1968 review this statement is made. "In the central portion of its base 
there can be seen a gray-brown rectangular structure measuring approximately 13 
by 27 meters. It's identity cannot be established by the panel." I, of course, 
don't know what that mass is, but that is approximately three quarters by one 
half of an 'Inch which is a sizablepiece of something in the head which has never 
been identified. So, when you are talking about fragments left in the brain or 
in the czaniel cavity, this very well could be one. 

MR. HAENON: Was that a question? 
MR. FENSTERWALD: It was just an observation, in view of the Judge's 

question as to whether a bullet was left in the brain or not. 
THE COURT: Doctor, are you familiar with this (p.43) 1968 report, 

particularly Page 8. Mr. Fensterwald referred to it by the last sentence. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, Your Honor, I have been wondering about what that 

thing is since I first read it, as I am sure everybody else who is interested in 
this must be. 

THE COURT: Is there any way the x-rays and photographs would further 
disclose what it is over and above what is stated in this report? 

THE WITNESS: Your Honor, I should very much loke to see this thing 
blown up -- the photo blown up 	many times its present size, so that one might 
be able to possibly identify what the structure is. I cannot tell you anything 
more than those four words "gray-brown, rectangular structure." And, of course, 
the size, which is approximately a half or three quarters of an inch -- a sig-
nificant size. And Your Honor, it has never been referred to in the two pre-
vious reports, the original autopsy report or the January, 1967, supplemental 
report, by the three autopsy pathologists. So, I don't know where it came from 
or what it is. I can't understand how it was never described before. 

THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MR. FENSTERWALD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 

(p.44) Q. Doctor, in your experience as a pathologist, if you saw an object that 
size inside a skull, and it was a gunshot wound, wouldn't you remove it at the 
time and photograph it and identify it? 
A. It would be removed; it would be photographed; it would be placed in an 
appropriately marked evvelope and hand carried to our crime laboratory for further 
study by the criminologists in conjunction with the pathologists. This is the 
way something like this would be routinely handled in a medical-legal office --
certainly in Dr. Fisher's office. 
Q. Dr. Wecbt, at Page 370 of this testemcny of the autopsy doctor, there is con-
siderable discussion of the angle of the back chat and the head shot. The first 
shot, which was allegedly the back shot, according to the report was at an angle 
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e! :1 7 etgrees 43 minutes from the horizontal, yet Dr. Humes states that the head 
rhor anteted at approximately 35 degrees from the horizontal. Can that be ex-
Iained? 

L. An, I cannot explain it. As a matter of fact, the angle of declination for 
tea second rho'., s'ieuld be less acute, not more acute. The presidential car had 
traveled additional distance, I believe something like a hundred and fifty feet 
in addiaienal dietence. A shot then, if it did dome from where it was (p.45) 
supposed to have come -- this sixth floor window of the School Book Depository. 
When you have something closer to you, your angle is more downward. If that 
sometiain moves further away,that angle begins to level out more. Therefore, 1 
cannot usdea'stand how the first shot would have an angle of 17 degrees declina-
tion, and t.e second shot would have an angle of 45 degrees declination. I 
manea understand this at all. 

THE COURT: Let us assume that the person being shot sat perfectly 
,:;rill waiting for the second shot to come, rather than turning, bending, twisting, 
moving in some direction. 

THE WITNESS: Well, Your Honor, I did not assume that. In fact, I 
know from the 2apruder film that the President was hunched over a little bit after 
having been struck the first time. But even taking into consideration some down-
ward movement of the body, you still have the angle of the bullet; and at the 
horizontal angle, the angle cannot come out to be 45 degrees. It just would not 
work that way. 

BY KR. FENSTERWALD: 
Q. Doctor, are you familiar with the single bullet theory? 
A. Yes, I am. 
Q. Would you state itaas concisely as you can for (p.46) the court. 
A. The single bullet theory is part and parcel and a very substantial part of 
the Warren Commission Report. This would be the autopsy -- 

MR. EARDLEY: I don't want to interrupt -- 
THE COURT: I am familiar with the single bullet theory. You don't 

have to describe it to me. As I understand, the bullet that struck the President 
in the back passed through without striking any bone, came out what we call his 
Adam's apple, and on to strike Governor Connelly, and to cause the injuries and 
the damages to several parts of Governor Connelly's body and winding up in his 
wzist,I believe. 

THE WITNESS: His thigh. His chest, his right wrist, and into his 
thigh, causing a fracture of a rib and that wrist bone in the right wrist. 

BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 
Q. Eventually ending up more or less pristine? 
A. Ending up in a practically unscathed pristine condition with a total weight 
loss of approximately 2.4 grains from its original weight of something like 161 
grains and a couple of percentage points. 

THE COURT: That is the copper jacketed kind used in the military 
pursuant to the Geneva Convention? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
(p.47) 	THE COURT: Why was that -- to prevent an exploding effect with 
mutilating tearing injuries that just rip the body apart? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: In other words, that copper jacket is hard as opposed to 

lead. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: And that copper jacket has a sharp point which goes through, 

makes a hole, and causes damage; but the idea is it is not going to shatter, it 
is not going co explode; is that the basis of it? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir; it doesn't produce secondary missiles which 
act like a shotgun almost. 

BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 
Q. In that case that would account for the fragments in the neck? 
A. Lead fragments found in President Kennedy's neck as reported in the 1968 
review panel -- excuse me -- metallic fragments seen on x-ray in Governor Connelly's 
left thigh, Governor Connelly's right wrist, and President Kennedy's neck, all of 
which under the single bullet theory must -- not because I say so, because they 
say so -- under the single bullet theory must have come from Warren Commission 
Exhibit 399, with a total weight loss of 2.4 grains and with practically no de- 
formity whatsoever, after having (p.48) broken a rib in a relatively vigorous 
bone. I can't account for this, and I would like to humbly suggest that nobody 
else can either. 
Q. I might note that Commander Humes agrees with you. His testimony at Page 
376 says, "The reports again tell of an entrance wound in the lower mid-thigh of 
the Governor and x-rays taken there describe as showing metallic fragments in 
the bone, which apparently, by this report, were not removed and are still pre- 
sent in Governor Connelly's thigh. I cannot conce71ve of where they came from -- 
the missile." That is basically what you are saying? 



A. Y-s sir. 
MR. EARDLEY: At the risk of incurring Your Honor's displeasure, I 

don't se hos,  this testimony, which can go on for weeks, because books and books 

have been written on the same subject, is going to assist Your Honor in deciding 

whether an examination of those films and x-rays will show the progress of 

bullets from more than one direction. 
MR. FENSTERWALD: If I could ask one more question I think it would 

answer that. 
BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 

Q. If the tingle bullet theory is not correct, Doctor, doesn't that mean that 

different bullets and a (p.49) different rifleman must have injured Governor 

Connelly than the President? 
MR. EARDLEY: I object to that. There are so many factors you would 

have to knov, for example, when the President was hit, precise frame. You would 

have to know based upon the testimony, and I am familiar with this, too, whether 

Oswald to have fired the gun twice there would be a lapse of forty-one frames; so 

you would have to know -- if you are talking about the single bullet theory -- when 
Mr. Connelly was hit; you would have to know when the President was hit; you would 

have to show that there was not forty-one frames. I don't believe anybody can 
establish that because no one knows when the President was hit. It is a lot of 

speculation. 
MR. FENSTERWALD: I don't know whether that is a concession on the 

Government's part or not. 
THE COURT: As I perceive it, the entire matter before me is whether 

these items sought are material and necessary. 
MR. HANNON: Material and necessary in the sense -- for the particular 

reason. 
THE COURT: Number 1 is they have to be shown that there is some 

liklihood that they may provide information on which this witness or some other 
witness may be able to testify in connection with the State of Louisiana's (p.50) 

case, and if it is necessary for them to have this material in order to be able 
to testify. I don't perceive that we are here to try the accuracy of the 
Warren Commission Report or anything else. 

MR. HANNON: But I think you have to limit yourself, Your Honor, to 
the reason they say it is material and necessary, not for other reasons. 

THE COURT: As I understand it, that is what they are attempting to 
do. They are attempting to show that there is at least some qestion in this 
witness's mind -- whom they expect to call -- that he can-testify other than 

these other persons have testified up to this point. All doctors, as you know 
from your own experience in the United States Attorney's side in civil cases 
where you have a lot of cases involving doctors' testimony, don't always all 

agree. 
MR. HANNON: I understand that, but what I am trying to say, Your 

Honor, is what we are interested in here this morning is testimony from the State 
of Louisiana that is going to establish that the x-rays and the films are necessary 

to establish that the President was shot from two directions, front and back. 

I had gathered from what Your Honor had just said that if you find that the films 
and the x-rays are necessary and material for other reasons, that you are going 
to order (p.51) them. I say Your Honor is limited to what they have said --

front and back shooting. 
THE COURT: Mr. Hannon, there exists a very real possibility that if 

this witness were to examine the pictures and x-rays in the Archives, the witness 

might then be in a position to testify that indeed there is nothing there which 

will assist him, or at least 99 per cent -- 
MR. HANNON: I am sure he is refreshed by realizing his teacher, Dr. 

Fisher, has come to the conclusion that -- he indicates he would greatly hesitate 
to say that he would come to the conclusion of Dr. Fisher. 

MR. FENSTERWALD: I don't think that is the witness's testimony. 
THE COURT: I say the government's inability, or the Kennedy family's 

unwillingness to allow this witness to examine these matters leaves us, if you 
will, going all around the edge of the issue. For that reason Louisiana is 
required or finds necessary to come out with a variety of things that don't really 
go to the heart of it. In a way I am forced in some respect to make a judgment 
without having the benefit of actually knowing what this witness's view, or some 
other witness's view, might be of those x-rays and pictures. 

THE WITNESS: May I say something. 
THE COURT: Yes. (p.52) 
THE WITNESS: I think there was perhaps some misinterpretation, or 

perhaps I wasn't clear in what I said before. The fact that Dr. Fisher was my 

teacher, and the fact I greatly admire and respect him as a person and in Forensic 

Pathology doesn't mean I would hesitate to disagree with him on a case if I felt 

in my own mind that there was a difference of opinion. I would also like to say 
that in the report the very significant words "with reasonable medical certainty" 
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La—t peen used. Nobody is more familiar with what these words -- and the hedging 

tm,t '.hey itply -- than people like Russell Fisher and Allen Mo
ritz who have been 

In this besiness for a long time. The Shepard and Coppolino trials -- we need 

leek no fur:Asl: -- clearly indicate that prominent, respected Forensic Patholo- 

gists can differ significantly on issues. The fact that a man was my teacher and 

the fact that I like him and respect and admire him doesn't mean that he is in- 

fallible, nor that I would hesitate to disagree with him. Medicine is not a 

pure science. It is not mathematics. It is in a large part art. While we 

in pathology sometimes arrogantly feel we are more sacrosanct than other physician
s, 

there is a lot of art in our business, too. You ought to see fifty guys looking 

at a bruise, and twenty saying it is malignant, to take off the leg, and (p.53) 

twenty saying it is benign, leave the leg on. It is an art. 

BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 
2rctor, could you state concisely why you think the single bullet theory is 

impossible. 
THE COURT: I don't think we have to go into that. 

BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 
Q. Doctor, I would like to get back for just one moment to Page 11 of t

he 1968 

report, to the first paragraph, and I qote, "On one of the lateral films of the 

skull (2), a hole measuring approximately 8 mm. in diameter on the outer surface 

of the skull and as much as 20 mm. on the internal surface can be seen in profile 

approximately 100 mm. above the external occipital protuberance." Would you 

say that contradicts in any significant fashion the 1963 autopsy and the review 

in 1967 by the autopsy doctors? 
A. Yes, we have already talked about this, Mr. Fensterwald. This relates back 

to Page 7 of the 1968 review which describes the same hole on the photograph and 

refers to lateral x-ray film #2 which you just described or read about on Page 

11. Again, it does inumy eyes constitute a discrepancy, a clear difference of 

location from the original autopsy report. 

Q. Of approximately four inches? 
A. Of approximately four inches. 
Q. Would looking at the photos and x-rays possibly clear up this contradiction? 

A. It certainly is possible. 
THE COURT: Doctor, let me be sure I understand your testimony. Do 

I understand you to say an examination by you of the x-rays and photographs 

sought would assist you in making a firmer conclusion one way or another in 

regard to some of these discrepancies which you have mentioned in regard to a 

determination of whether there is anything to indicate, in those x-rays and 

pcitures, that the President was struck in the head from some direction othen 

than behind? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir; I believe they would. 

MR. FENSTERWALD: I just have one final question, Your Honor. 

BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 
Q. Doctor, are you familiar with the summary of the 1968 review? It is on Page 

16. 
A. Yes, I am. 
Q. It is only a couple of sentences long. I think I will read it for the record.

 

"Examination of the clothing and of the photographs and x-rays taken at autopsy 

reveal that President (p.55) Kennedy was struck by two bullets fired from above 

and behind him, one of which traversed the base of the neck on the right side 

without striking bone, and the other of which entered the skull froM behind and 

exploded the right side. The photographs and x-rays discussed herein support 

the above quoted portions of the original autopsy report, and the above tinted 

medical conclusions of the Warren Commission Report." Would you say that is a 

very limited conclusion? 
A. It is a very carefully worded conclusion, and again, knowing Dr. Fisher and 

Dr. Moritz as I do, I would say it was carefully worded and each word was meant 

to say exactly what it says and nothing more. 

Q. It doesn't say that no other bullet struck the President, does it? 

A. No, it doesn't say that. 
Q. And it in no way refers to Governor Connelly's wounds? 

A. No, Governor Connelly's wounds are not discussed here at all. And that 

is a very big point of the entire thing from my standpoint in trying to under-

stand what happened on that day. Medically,you just can't ignore Governor 

Connelly's wounds. It is a very vital part. 

Q. It is crucial of the single bullet theory? 

A. Yes. (p.56) 
Q. They did not attempt to pass on that aspect of the problem? 

A. No, in fact I would like to point out, if I may, that on Page 4, just about 

the middle of the page where they refer to the medical conclusions of the Warren 

Commission Report, there are two places in that paragraph where three asterisks 

are found, and if one refers to the Warren Commission Report, you will see that 

each of those two places the three asterisks say, "and Governor Connelly." So, 

it isn't that they never thought about; they purposely excluded it. I don't 

think you can do this. 
Yr.:r1TR"ALP: 	 -13.. 	Y.av ,c, 
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MR. FENSTERWALD: No other questions, Your Honor. 

MR. EARDLEY: Could we have a short recess. 

THE COURT: We will take a few minutes recess until 12:00 o'clock.
 

(Thereupon, the proceedings were recessed at 11:45 to resume at 1
2:00 o'clock.) 

(The witness resumed the stand and testified additionally as foll
ows0 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

BY MR. EARDLEY: 

Q. Dr. Wecht, I presume you are familiar with the lalification of the pan
el 

memebers. 
A. I don't know anything about Dr. Carnes or Dr. Morgan beyond wh

at is con- 

tained by way of identification (p.5?) on the covering sheet.
 I am personally 

famfl'Lr with Dr. Moritz and Dr. Fisher. 

Q. As a matter of fact in an article which you wrote and which ha
s been pub- 

lished in one of the books attacking the Warren Commission Report,
 called "Six 

Seconds in Dallas," you describe Dr. Moritz and Dr. Fisher as emin
ent pathologists.  

A. That's right. 

Q. And you suggested that people like that should have an opportu
nity to see the 

x-rays and the photographs to clear up some of the confusion that 
might exist as 

a result of challenges made by you and others to the autopsy report; i
sn't that 

correct? 
A. Yes, sir; I did. 

Q. And that has been done, hasn't it? Some eminent pathologists 
that you 

recommended have seen the x-rays -- 

A. Have seen them, but unfortunately more discrepancies and problems 
have arisen. 

I am sorry about that. 

Q. Do you have any reason to doubt the accuracy of the statements
 which are 

made by this eminent panel? 

A. Insofar as those statements go, and only to that extent, I wou
ld not sit here 

and cell you that I doubt the veracity of their statements; no. 

Q. And I suppose you would concede that they are able to make mea
surements? 

(p.58) A. Yes. 
Q. And therefore, you don't challenge their determination of what

 the measure- 

ments were and the location of the various things? 

A. I don't challenge them, no. I again would only point out that
 there are 

these very significant differences between their measurements and 
others, and 

their findings and others that have bees made previously. 

Q. Let's take up one of the discrepancies, and I am referring now
 to the 

discrepancy involving the wound that was in the head, which has be
en described 

as above the occipital protuberance. 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I believe you pointed out that there was a difference between 

the panel 

review and the autlpsy. 

A. I believe that there was. 

Q. As a matter of fact, the autopsy location was determined by me
asuring the 

skin wound as seen at the time they were examining the late Presid
ent; isn't 

that correct? 
A. They would have seen the skin wound first, yes. 

Q. That is what they were measuring. There were 14 centimeters, 
I believe, 

up to various points. 
A. That was the one further down the back. 

Q. Then how did they describe the one -- 

A. That one they described -- I could be wrong, but (p.59) I thin
k they didn't 

use the specific measurement, Mr. Eardley. I think they said only
 "slightly above 

and lateral to the external occipital protuberance on the right si
de." 

Q. Would you concede at the time the President was hit by the sec
ond bullet his 

head was down? 
A. I believe it probably was in a slightly downward position, yes. 

Q. So, the bullet would have gone in on an angle? 

A. Yes, some angle. 

Q. So, that the position of the skin wound would be different, an
d could be 

quite markedly different, from the wound which would be located by
 x-rays of the 

bone? 
A. No, sir; not significantly. You see the scalp is rather tight

 to the under- 

lying bone in that area, the calvarium; and while an angle would g
ive a higher 

position to the bullet as it moves through the cranial vault, the 
inside where 

the brain is located, the hole in the bone, the calvarium, which i
s the top of 

the skull -- people refer to the skull -- it is merely the top of 
the skull, the 

calvarium -- that hole would be pretty much directly subjacent to 
or immediately 

beneath the hole in the overlying scalp. There could be a slight 
angle for the 

width of the bullet, let us say,as it moves in at an angle, but no
t a difference 

of a couple, or three,. or four inches; because (p. 60)there just i
sn't that ltind 

of open space between the scalp and the bone in which the angle of
 the bullet 

could make this difference. Now, I have explained that. 
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C. I think one of the measurements made was 6 mm. by 15 mm. on an angle. 
A. That wag the size of the hole; yes, sir, 
Q. That weeid indicate it was going in at an angle, wouldn't it? 
A. Yee, that would tend to indicate an angularity of the bullet entrance. 
Q. After you had read the panel's review, did you form a conclusion as to 
whether the President was struck on the right side of the head in the rear? 
A. I think he was struck on the right side in the rear, but I don't know where 
this hole was or whether there might have been two. 
Q. Don't you believe that this eminent group of pathologists and the one radiolo- 
gist were able to make a measurement as to where that wound was in the bone? 
A. Yes, but I should also like to believe that the three pathologists who did 
the autopsy were capable of making the measurement, also. 
C. But ycu weren't at the autopsy, were you? Have you ever attended the autopsy 
of a fateus person like the President? 
A. Ue don't have that kind of famous personsdin Pittsburgh. 
C,. You have never been surrounded by Treasury agents, FBI agents, admirals and 
doctors, all anxious to have this thing over with? It makes a difference, 
doesn't it? 
A. I think it could make a difference, particularly to people who are not in 
Forensic Pathology, yes. If I have any personal thoughts, I keep them to myself. 

THE COURT: Just a moment. Did I understand the purport of your ques- 
tion to be or suggesting your question to be that in the course of this autopsy 
by these two Navy doctors, and a military doctor, that there were FBI agents, 
Secret Service, admirals -- 

MR. EARDLEY: I said there may have been. 
THE COURT: -- and other people hurrying them up, telling them to 

get on with it?. 
M.R. EARDLEY: I said that could have happened. I wasn't there. 
THE COURT: Are you assuming facts not in evidence, facts nobody 

knows, or is there something to substantiate that? 
MR. EARDLEY: I don't think -- I can't say as a fact they were hurry- 

ing them. I can say as a fact there were a great many people in the room, and I 
only say it as a fact because I have been told by the autopsy surgeons (p,62) 
of the situation that existed that night. 

ER. FENSTERWALD Your Honor, just to clear up the record I think 
you will find if you read the 27 volumes that there were between thirty and 
forty people. 

THE COURT: I haven't time to do that. 
MR. FENSTERWALD: Very few people have. 
THE COURT: I hate to say that, but in the course of this proceeding 

I dealt have time to read those 27 volumes. 
BY MR. EARDLEY: 

Q. Regardless of the situation that night, the fact is that these eminent 
doctors had ample time to prepare and review these x-rays and photographs and to 
come to unhurrying conclusions and to make very, very accurate measurements; 
isn't that correct? 
Q. I would assume that to be correct, yes. 
Q. So, I believe you are telling us that if there is a discrepance between the 
autopsy report and the panel report, then you would accept the panel review? 
A. No, I have not said that, and I would not say that. First of all, I would 
try es much as I am consciously able not to form my ideas in advance. That's 
what happened in the autopsy at the beginning. That is why we are in the trouble 
we are -- or maybe I'm just in (p.63) trouble -- but I don't want to form any 
opinion. While I know that the. men who performed the autopsy were not Forensic 
Pathologists, except for Colonel Finck, they were trained competent hospital 
pathologists who made measurements all the time. Whether it is a tumor, or a 
gall bladder, or an appendix, or whatever, they understand the metric system, 
and they can measure. I would not sit here and say before seeing these things 
that I would accept the conclusions of one group to the total exclusion of the 
measurements of another group. I don't think anyone should say chat. 
Q. What are the measurements which you challenge which are in the panel report? 
A. [CO mm. above the external occipital protuberance, as reported by the 1968 
review panel on both the photograph and an x-ray, and also referred to in a verbal 
description as "high in the hairline," clearly plates at a significantly higher 
level than the sight described by the autopsy pathologists and repeated by them 
again when they reviewed the records and materials in 1967 in January at the 
National Archives, where they talked about "just slightly above and lateral to 
the external occipital protuberance." That is one measurement and a very sig-
nificant one which differs and other things which we have talked about also. 
Q. You aren't suggesting there two holes, are (p.64) you? 
A. I don't want to make suggestions like that, Mt. Eardley. I don't want to 
make any statements that would embarass me later or anybody else. 

THE COURT; Let me interrupt. Would you be in a position to answer 
that question if you could see the photographs and x-rays? 
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THE WITNESS: To state my opinion, yes, sir. The only point I would 

like to make in conclusion to my answer is, it can't be both. It is just that 

simple. It can't be both. 
EY MR. EARDLEY: 

Q. What you are suggenting in that s^..meSod7 hes made a mistake here? 

A. Yen, sir. 
Q. But all the parties who have examined this material state that there were two 

wounds,one in the head and one in the upper back, the lower neck, whichever you 

want to call it; and those were wounds of entry. Isn't that correct? 

A. Yes. I would say both group:: have made those conclusions. 

Q. And bcth groups have concluded that there were no other wounds? 

A. I would not say that, sir; because I don't see (p. 65) that statement made 

rea:' 5.e. the summary conclusion of the 1968 panel. 

. 	eave read this summary to the court, or I think it was Hr. Fensterwald, 

_eeted, "The examination, the clothing, the photographs and x-rays revealed 

he was seruek by two bullets fired from above and behind." 

A. Yes. 
Q. If these men were reputable pathologists, and if there was another bullet 

somewhere, that would have been reported, wouldn't it? 

A. I believe it would have. 
Q. New, with respect to the Zapruder film, I gather that the:real reason you are 

here, nmi the only reason that I know of, for you to conclude that there was 

another bullet was your examination of the Zapruder film; and as I understand 

your testimony, the reason you believe, from watching the Zapruder film, that 

the President was struck from the front was because his head and body moved to 

the rear, and you concluded as a forensic pathologist that ordinarily at least 

this would not happen, that when the bullet in the head struck, he would have 

been moved forward not backward. Is that a fair summary of your position? 

A. You ended with a question, but you started your question with a premise, 

which I could not accept. Your (p.66) opening to that rather lengthy question 

was that my sole reason for being kere was -- then you went on to the Zapruder 

film. That is not my sole reason in being here. It is not my sole reason upon 

which I dispute the findings of the medical aspect of the Warren Commission 

Report; not at all. Perhaps it has just been my inability to properly articulate 

my views in the previous two hours, but I thought I had expressed some other 

reasons why I personally, as a Forensic Pathologist, have doubts. But to answer 

your question on the Zapruder film, yes, I so stated that this puzzles me greatly 

and has puzzled me since I saw the film in December of 1966. 

Q. What is the meaning of the word "decerebrate"? 

A. It is a medical word which means to imply that somebody is still living in 

terms of heartbeat, pulse, respiration, but the brain is not really functioning. 

It is a condition which can be brought about by trauma usually, sometimes by 

medications, disease processes, or a condition induced in some of the larger 

laboratories on animals. You take away the cerebral powers, functions, and so on. 

Q. After having seen the film and read these various reports, wouldn't you con-

clude that the President was in that condition at the time he was hit the second 

time by the head shot? 
A. You mean prior to it? 
Q. That the head shot brought about the condition of decerebration? 

A. Oh, absolutely. 
Q. As a matter of fact, isn't it a fact that this, because of loosening of di' 
muscles in the back will throw a person to the back, to the rear? 

A. But you see, Mr. Eardley, that is a condition that occurs after the trauma 

within a short period of time, but it is a condition that occurs after the par-

ticular trauma has been inflicted upon the brain. What I am talking about is 

that at the very moment of impact -- and at that moment of impact, the person 

is not decerebrated. He becomes decerebrated perhaps in a matter of seconds. 

Q. You mean it takes seconds for this decerebration to take place? 

A. It could take even longer. 
Q. From the evidence you have seen wouldn't you conclude that was simultaneous 

with that explosion of that bullet in the brain? 
A. Not absolutely. People with severe, mutilating brain injuries have been 

known to linger for minutes. If I may point out that Senator Robert Kennedy, 

after having been shot in the head with a very, very destructive wound, (p.68) 

spoke after the wound as he lay on the floor. 

Q. We don't want to compare the two wounds. They are not quite the same. 

A. He had severe brain damage, and you just can't automatically assume. Pres-

ident Kennedy had for the most part an impacted left cerebral hemisphere. 
Q. I don't want to go into Senator Kennedy. 
A. I said President Kennedy. 
Q. Excuse me. With respect to that, you talk about the difference between 

science and art and you suggested there was a lot of art involved in this. I 

am asking you first as a scientist, isn't it a scientific fact that when a bullet 

going at the rate, I believe, of 1700 feet a second penetrates the back of the 
head, whether you cant to call it one inch or two inches in either direction, 
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then eeplodes on the inside, scientifically you are going to have a certain body 

reaction chat is predictable? 
A. I didn't say you are going to have a predictable, scientifically uniform 

reaction, no. That is why,if you remember, Mr. Eardley, I said it is highly 

improbable or this movement to have taken,place. It is very difficult for me 

to accept and understand it. It would be more compatible with the wound having 

been inflicted from another direction. IAdid not say it was impossible. (p.69) 

Q. As a matter of fact, isn'e it almost impossible considering the state of 

your art to determine what will happen witherespect to a person who has been 

wounded in this condition, and I am not referring to his body movements? You 

have no way of knowing, do you; he might go one way or the other depending upon 

the degree of the explosion, the way the fragments go in the brain, etc. 

T7ec .rawer to the question is: We use known scientific principles and a 

degree of experience, and hopefully some degree of competence obtained 

t_ 	.:Ludy of whatever branch of the medicine or science involved to make a 

determination or prediction, if you-will. This does not mean it will be applica-

ble in one hundred per cent of the times. If what you are trying to get from me: 

Is is not possible that be could not have moved in this direction with a bullet 

from the rear, yes; but I would say this is a slight, slim possibility, simply 

because I haven't taken 100 people and shot them that way. 

Q. That was my next question. How many people have you examined in your career 

with massive head wounds for the purpose of determining the reaction of their 

body at the time of impact? 
A. Well, obviously, most of these incidents we don't (p.70) determine 

Q. They come in on a stretcher, don't they, to your office? 

A. That's right. 
THE COURT: One thing about autopsies, Mr. Eardley, most people don't 

walk in for them. 
ME. EARDLEY: I think that is entirely one hundred per cent correct. 

BY MR. EARDLEY: 
Q. So, the testimony you have given about the reaction of the body is not based 

upon any practical experience you have had; it is based upon your knowledge of 

what physics -- 
A. It is based upon some practical experience. 

Q. How many cases? 
A. There have been some in which this has been important to ascertain, but I 

tell you honestly that in most cases of head wounds caused by gun shot, we do 

not have to concern ourselves with this, but in some -- 

Q. What incidences have you ever concerned yourself with the immediate reaction 

of a body after the infliction of a severe head wound? 

A. This has arisen on a couple of occasions as to the location and position of 

the body. It has arisen sometimes as to-whether or not the person could have done 

(p.71) a specific voluntary act. This has arisen on a couple of occasions. 

Q. Over a period of how many years? 

A. There are so few cases, I repeat -- 

Q. Then basically, you are relying on general understanding of the law of 

physics? 
A. Well, you know, some guy named Isaac Newton -- and people like that -- you 

know, they did some work on this theory. Yes, sir; I rely on it. 

Q. Let me suggest something to you. I don't think Isaac Newton wrote a book 

on this, did he? 
A. No, he didn't, sir. 
Q. If a bullet penetrates in the back of the head, at the time it enters the 

brain it is beginning to disintegrate, isn't it, if it hits hard bone? 

A. Yes. 
Q. And it may fly off in a great many fragments or a very few fragments? 

A. Yes. 
Q. There is no way of knowing, is there? 

A. That's right. 
Q. Then, particularly in a case like that, it is going to fly -- it might fly 

right in front in various quantities? 

A. Yes, sir. (p.72) 

Q. And when those fragments hit the bone, for example, in the front, that is an 

obstacle in the way, isn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And if I threw a ball at that wall, the ball would bounce back, wouldn't it? 

A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And isn't that what is likely to have happened when fragments hit the front 

of the skull -- the body would go backward because of the resistance? 

THE COURT: Following your analogy, the bullets would bounce back. 

MR. EARDLEY: It won't bounce. I am suggesting this. I am not a 

pathologist, and I think I got a D in Physics. 

THE COURT: I don't even think the doctor has to answer that ques- 

tion, because the Court has a lot of difficulty with that. Can you answer that? 
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THE WITNESS: No, sir; I cannot answer it. 

BY MR. EARDLEY: 

Q. If fragment:, struck an obstacle, wouldn't there be a n
atural tendency -- 

A. The fregmenec wculd tcenee back, and bullets often do 
ricochet hack, but not -- 

(p.77) Q. I em not suggesting they bounce back. I am sug
gesting that in the course 

of hitting a hard bone, they would hit an obstacle and the
 reaction might be to 

throw the head back. 
THE COURT: Doctor, let me ask you something. If one gets

 hit, for 

example, on the side of the head, is there an action of th
e brain contra coup -- 

THE WITNESS: Yes, contra coup. 

THE COURT: Isn't there a kind of a reaction against that 
action that 

sometimes can produce movement in a direction other than y
ou would expect -- 180 

deeeeee opposite from the direction? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir; when you have lines of force from a blow or 

fall coming into the head. When those lines of force carry
 through and remove the 

brain substance which is not firmly anchored, and they kno
ck the brainaagainst 

the other side of the skull, that is called the contra cou
p injury, the other 

side away from the blow to the head. 

THE COURT: The principle of a jet engine is something is 
forced out 

the back, the body of the engine attached to the plane or 
the rocket moves in 

the opposite direction, does it not? 

THE WITNESS: 	Jet propulsion, yes, sir. 

(p.74) 	THE .COURT: In this particular circumstance, this smal
l injury to the 

back, and this apparently exploding particle, including pa
rts of the skull, 

forward, is it possible there was any similar type of an a
ction that would result 

in a backward movement instead of a forward movement? 

THE WITNESS: This could be a poscibility, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Let me ask you another question. You studied 
the Zapruder 

film. At what point did the driver of the vehicle acceler
ate? 

THE WITNESS: We looked for that, as I recall, Your Honor,
 and I be-

lieve there was no significant -- either none, or no signi
ficant -- degree of 

acceleration. This was something that many people, both p
ro and con, acudied, 

and I stand to be corrected on this. I am not an authorit
y on it, but my re-

collection cf it and what I know about the overall case, i
s there was ne signif-

icant or any degree of acceleration of the car for the fir
st couple of seconds 

until after the second slet. 

BY MR. EARDLEYI 

Q. Ycu testified you couldn't understand how there could 
be any metal fragments 

or traces in the neck, based upon the autopsy report, I gu
ess, that there was no 

bone struck? 
A. Yes, I did. (p.75) 

Q. Isn't it a fact that if the bullet had grazed the cerv
ical spine -- just 

grazed it -- that not only it might not have shown on the 
x-rays, but it might 

have left metal fragments? 

A. This could be a possibility; but, of course, coupled w
ith that possibility 

would be evidence on the bullet itself of such bony grazi
ng. 

THE COURT: Doctor, let me ask you another question at thi
s juncture. 

If you were permitted to examine in Washington these photo
graphs and x-rays and 

were to cceclude that they sennorted your thecry, it it po
ssible that you, if you 

had to have same of them down there to testify, it might o
nly require one, or two 

or three rather than all forty-five? 

MR. HANNON: Excuse me. You said supporting his theory. 
I don't 

understand. 
THE COURT: Supporting his testimony. 

MR. HANNON: If the doctor understand the question, but I 
don't --

I would like to clarify it. 

THE COURT: Maybe I can rephrase it. Let me explain to yo
u what 

troubles me. The request is for the production of 45 phot
ographs and 24 x-rays. 

Assuming for the moment there is materiality and necessity
, what I am concerned 

shout is, whether there is materiality and necessity for 
all 45 pictures and 24 

x-rays, or whether (p.76) it might not be there would be m
ateriality and meeess-

itv for perhaps one or two x-rays and three or four photog
raphs as opposed to 

all of them. Of course, at this juncture, this witness, w
ho presumhaly will be 

a witness in New Orleans, who will testify and before whom
 those documents would 

be sought in connection with -.his testimony, presumahly he woeldn't need ell 45 

photographs cr 24 x-rays. I am just wondering if indeed t
hat is the situation. 

THE WITNESS: From a medical view, sir, that certainly wou
ld ba pos-

sible. Whether it would be acceptable legally is, of cour
se, for someone else 

to be concerned. 

THE COURT: The next quest''-on. 7f you woold ba able to ex
amino them 

here and Bay there ware 40 of the 45 Ootnl-aphs that had no L
eerily:, upon the 

testimony you maghe be enpeete4 to el e, and that 20 or 22
 of the x-rays might 

have no bearOne, would y.0 be in e posieien then to state 
to some degree of 

certainty which of the photographs or x-rays would be mate
rial and necessary to 
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testimony you might expect to give? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: Thereby reducing the Court's problem -- 

MR. HANNON: It is just a number. I don't (p.77) believe it reduces 

our problem. 
BY MR. EARDLEY: 

Q. You had counasl stand up, and then you pointed to a position in the back where 

you said that a drawing indicated -- or was it a measurement? 

A. A. measurement there, yes. 
Q. Did you cake into account the fact that the President was waving at the time? 

The coat collar might have been pulled up. 
A. There is no such bunching and sliding up of the coat on the Zapruder film, 

Mr. Earlley. This has always been said, "Could this not have been," but it is 

vet tare in the Zapruder film. And not to be argumentative, allowing for some 

slting of the suit, I would like tbisuggest that a shirt which is anchored at 

the bottom by a belt at the waist and tied tightly around the neck does not 

slide. And the hole in the shirt is directly below the hole in the coat. 

Q. If the bullet had gone through at this location, it would have hit bone, 

would it not? 
I believe it probably would have unless it got just inside a little space 

between the scapula, the wing bone, and the vertebral column. That would to 

the only possibility without striking bone at that time. 

Q. In the review by Dr. Fisher and the others that (p.78) the wound as shown 

by the x-rays and photographs is much above that location; isn't that correct? 

A. Higher. 
Q. Much higher. 
A. Higher than where it comes out. Well, I don't know about much higher. 

Q. Tell the Court where the wound was, aecoeding to the panel review. 

A. Beginning at the very bottom of Page 3, the last sentence. "There is an 

elliptical, penetrating wound of the skin of the back leeeted approximately 15 

centimeter medial to the right acromial process, 5 centimeters lateral to the 

mid dorsal line, and 14 centimeters below the right mastoid. process. This 

wound lies approximately five and a half centimeters below a transverse fold in 

the skin of the neck." I would be ham to measure this off for you if you have 

a centimeter rule or else I will convert centimeters to inches. 

Q. I will be very glad to furnish you wiclnone. 

A. You have a little padding -- 
Q. And I am 21so considerably shorter than President Kennedy. 

A. Five centimeters over from the mid-dorsal line -- (p.79) so we could really 

forget about the measurement from the acrnmial process -- five centimeters in 

from the dorsal line is right here (indicating), and 15 centimeters below the 

mastoid protese, somewhere about there, Your Hcnor (indicating). 

Q. And a bullet entering at that point and going through the trachea could miss 

the hone, cocld it not? 
A. Ac that point it could go over the top of the scapula from the standpoint of 

its dowoward angle, but from the standpoint of its lateral angle and to continue 

on in the wty it is alleged to have continued, it could not have so entered. 

Q. You are anticipating Dr. Foreman, are you not? 

A. I 	want to plagiarize any one elee's material. Dr. Foreman has done 

beaveifel work on this, but I personally have taken a skeleton and looked at 

Cal; and co en. He was the creator, the originator, and I would be happy not 

to talk aboet if ifs•+ou would prefer me not to. But I just want to say that it 

is there for any pathologist to see with the human skeleton. 

Q. The only question I had was, could it go through, at that point, the trachea 

without hitting hone? Period. 
A. Yes, through the trachea,.t%e- answer is yes. 

Q. And this was a measurement that was not difficult to make, was it? (p.80) 

A. It should not have been. 
Q. New, you made some comment about a 45 degree angle as testified by Dr. Humes, 

but you didn't go on. Isn't it a fact that heexplained he was making a very rough 

intimate, and he didn't have any ftmiliarity with angles; isn't that what he said? 

A. I believe he paid he was estimating. His familiarity with angles would be -- 

Q. You read his testimony, didn't you? 
A. Yea, I did. 
Q. That is what he said, isn't it? 

A. If you are asking me to describe that portion along with other portions of 

Dr. Humes' testimony, for the purpose of answering your question, I will do so. 

Q. You have been talking about this, writing articles about this, attacking 

the Warren Commission Report, have you not? 

A. I hove two published articles. As a matter of fact, the first one concluded 

with a statement that I accepted the findings of the Darren Commission neporc. 
That was published in the journal of Forensic Sciences. The only other written 

article which I have published is an appendix to a book, "Six Seconds in Dallas," 

by Dr. Josiah Thompson in which I eat my words. My criticisms are essentially 

the same. 
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(p.81)Q. Let me read what you said to show your objectivity. "Truth was not 
the aim of the Commission, nor was truth the product of its labors". That very 
strong statement was based upon how the head bounced when the bullet hit? 
A. I am sorry I didn't catch that. 
Q. I just read your statement. 
A. Yea, I heard it. 
Q. That this was not an honest report and I am asking you if that was based on 
your conclustons after seeing the Zapruder film? 
A. Thlt is part of it. That is only one small pert. Yes, I will stand by that 
statcmamt. 

MR. EARDLEY: That is all. 
MR. FENSTERWALD: Could I ask just one, Your Honor? 
BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 

Q. Wh,.).11 you measured Mr. Eardley, he was standing erect? 
A. Right. 
Q. If he had been lying in a prone position, as a body would, would the point 
of entry by the same measurements be lower on the back? 
A. Yes, sir. 

THE COURT: We are now going to ask Mr. Eardley (p.82) to lie down 
on counsel table to measure him. 

BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 
Q. I was just asking if he did so, would the point be an•inch or two further down 
his back? 
A. Yes, it would, because his shoulder slumped forward and downward would give 
a different measurement. 

BY MR. EARDLEY: 
Q. Let me ask you, if the man is in rigor mortis? 
A. If the man is in rigor mortis, yes. If it is in rigor mortis, it would be 
less true. 
Q. To clear up that point, rigor mortis, it takes at the extreme point about 
twalve hours after? 
A. That varies greatly. 
Q. Could it reach the maximum about seven hours? 
A. Rigor mortis could set in a short period of time; it could take a longer 
period of time. 
Q. And in this particular instance you don't know what the condition was -- the 
time it took -- of the autopsy? 
A. That is a very good point. I don't know if they ever commented on that, which 
is rather astounding. 
Q. Yoa don't know. If people do a medical-legal autopsy and don't talk about 
rigor mortis or liver mortis, that is abaolutely unfathomable. I am sorry. I 
don't (p.83) know. I never heard of this being done. 

THE GCUFT: You may step down. 
(Thereupon, the witness left the Saltness left the witness stand.) 

THE COURT: Ycu expact to present one more witness? 
MR. FENSTERWALD: Yes. 
THE COURT: Mr. Hannon. 
MR. HANNON: We are presenting no witness. 
THE COURT: All right. 1:45. 

(Thereupon, the above proceedings were recessed for lunch at 12:45) 

(p.84) 	REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

I, NORMA J. HOUGHTON, an Official Reporter of the District of Columbia Court of 
General Sessions, hereby certify that I reported by stenomask, in my official 
capacity, the proceedings had and teatimony adduced upon the hearing in the 
matter of the application for attendance of out-of-state witness in said court 
on February 14, 1969. I further certify that the foregoing 83 pages constitute 
the official transcript of all proceedings in the morning session in said hearing. 
In witness whereof I have hereto subscribed my name this 15th day of February, 
1964. 

/s/ Norma J. Houghton  
Official Court Reporter. 
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(p.4) 	 PROCEEDINGS  

THE COURT: I trust you found some adeqate facility in obtaining a 
bite to eat. 

MR. HANNON: It was a claimed facility, Your Honor, but not adeqate. 
THE COURT: Maybe you could exercise your influence over with the 

powers-that-be to get us a cafeteria built in the court complex somewhere. 
HR. HANNON: If you will define who the powers-that-be are, I'll be 

happy to do it, Your Honor. 

FURTHER EVIDENCE ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER 

MR. FENSTERWALD: Your Honor, our second and last witness will be 
Dr. Robert E. Forman. 

THE COURT: Very well. 
MR. FENSTERWALD: Dr. Forman, will you come forward. 

(Dr. Robert E. Forman was duly sworn by the Deptuy Clerk). 
THE DEPUTY CLERK: Please be seated. 

Thereupon, DR. ROBERT E. FORMAN, having been called as a Witness on behalf of 
the Petitioner and being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 
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BY MR. FENSTERWALD: 
Q. Dr. Forman, for the record, would you state both your name and address? 

(P.110) conclusion, because of the element of art as opposed to science, in the 
form of mathematics, that exists in that particular field. 

MR. EARDLEY: We didn't draw their pleading, Your Honor. They said 
they had the evidence that there was a shot from the front, but we haven't seen 
it. 

THE COURT: If Dr. Wecbt is permitted to examine these photographs and 
x-ra7s in the Archives prior to 12 oteloek noon Monday, I will be satisfied that 

no longer also materiality and necessity to have them produced in New 
Orleans; but if he is not permitted to examine them by 12 o'clock noon on Monday, 
I shall enter an order directing the Archivist to take them -- a summons direct-
ing him to take them, in the form of a subpoena duces tacum, to New Orleans, of 
necessity, because that would be the only way the witness that the State of 
Louisiana indicates it would wish to call in the ease -- the only way that he 
can obtain the benefit of it. 	And at that point, if called upon to produce them 
in New Orleans, the claim of privilege can be asserted there by the Archivist and 
ruled upon by the court there. I am not going to enter into that ticket at this 
point. If I find materiality and necessity by virtue of the fact, among other 
things, that this witness qualifies as an expert in the field of forensic pathology 
and who is a witness that the State of Louisiana indicates they want to call, if I 
(p.111) find that there is a materiality and necessity for the State of Louisiana 
to have such a witness able to examine these photographs and x-rays -- and that 
would be satisfied, in my view, if he were to examine them in the Archives by 
Monday noon if he were to be able to do that, then I would not feel that it would 
then be necessary to require their production in New Orleans. 

MR. EARDLEY: Well, -- 
THE COURT: Now, as to the other items, I will also enter an order, 

or in the same order the same summons, calling for the witness to produce, in 
the nature of a subpoena duces cecum, Item No. (a), the rifle alleged to have 
been owned and used by Oswald; Item No. (b), the spent pellet designated as 
Commission's Exhibit 399, and Items (1) and (m), the bullet fragments, which 
are Commission's Exhibits 567 and 569. I find that there is not demonstrated 
any materiality and necessity for the production of Item (d), the movie camera; 
or Item (f), the photos; not Item (k), the 35-millimeter color slides reproduced 
from the Zapruder film. I will direct the Archivist to take with him the x-rays 
sought under Item (J); and of course if Governor Connally testifies and some 
question arises about them, I would assume that the Governor himself would be in 
a position, if requested, to permit the use of those x-rays. And in any event, 
if the question arises, the questionaof medical privilege I think has.(a.. 
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